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Abbreviations used are: MetO, L-methionine-\textit{d\textminus}l-sulfoxide; Met-\textit{d\textminus}O, L-methionine-\textit{d\textminus}sulfoxide; Met-\textit{l\textminus}O, L-methionine-\textit{l\textminus}sulfoxide; Met, L-methionine; Msrs, Peptide methionine sulphoxide reductases; FMO, Flavin-containing monooxygenase; ROS, reactive oxygen species; AOAA, aminooxyacetic acid; TA, transamination; PhP, phenylpyruvate; GTK, glutamine transaminase K; TB, trypan blue; LDH, lactate dehydrogenase; DMEM, Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s Medium; EDTA, ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid; SSA, 5-sulfosalicylic acid; GSH, glutathione; GSSG, glutathione disulfide; AUC, area under the curve; HPLC, high performance liquid chromatography
Abstract

L-Methionine-\textit{dl}-sulfoxide (MetO) is an L-methionine (Met) metabolite, but its role in Met metabolism and toxicity is not clear. In this study, MetO uptake, metabolism to Met, cytotoxicity, and GSH and GSSG status were characterized in freshly isolated mouse hepatocytes incubated at 37°C with 0-30 mM MetO for 0-5 h. In male hepatocytes, dose-dependent cytotoxicity concomitant with GSH depletion without GSSG formation occurred after exposure to 20 or 30 mM MetO, but not 10 mM MetO. Interestingly, female hepatocytes exposed to 30 mM MetO showed no cytotoxicity and exhibited increased intracellular GSH levels compared to control hepatocytes. Male hepatocytes had approximately 2-fold higher levels of intracellular Met-\textit{d}-O or Met-\textit{l}-O after MetO (30 mM) exposure for 0-1.5 h compared to female hepatocytes. In hepatocytes of both genders, Met-\textit{l}-O was detected at nearly 5-fold higher levels than Met-\textit{d}-O, and no significant increase in cellular Met levels was detected. Addition of aminooxyacetic acid (AOAA), an inhibitor of transamination reactions, to MetO-exposed male hepatocytes resulted in higher cellular Met-\textit{d}-O and Met-\textit{l}-O levels and decreased the cytotoxicity of MetO. Interestingly, exposure of control male hepatocytes to AOAA selectively increased cellular Met-\textit{d}-O levels to levels similar to those observed after exposure to MetO (30mM). Analysis of MetO transamination activity by glutamine transaminase K in mouse liver cytosol revealed similar rates of MetO transamination in cytosol of both genders. Taken together, these results provide evidence for stereoselective oxidation of Met to Met-\textit{d}-O under physiological conditions and suggest a major role for MetO transamination in MetO metabolism and toxicity.
Introduction

L-Methionine-\textit{dl}-sulfoxide (MetO) is an oxidative metabolite of the essential amino acid L-methionine (Met). MetO is present at low levels in healthy human plasma (Mashima et al., 2003) and at higher levels in humans with hypermethionemia (Perry et al., 1967; Gahl et al., 1988), a condition associated with hepatotoxicity and growth depression in humans and various animal models by mechanisms that have not been fully established (Shinozuka et al., 1971; Steele et al., 1978; Moss et al., 1999).

While the primary mechanism of \textit{in vivo} MetO formation is not clear, chemical and enzymatic \textit{S}-oxidation of Met have been characterized. Met \textit{S}-oxidation by reactive oxygen species (ROS) such as peroxynitrite, hypochlorite, hydrogen peroxide, and singlet oxygen has been demonstrated \textit{in vitro} under physiological conditions (Mashima et al., 2003) and has been implicated in the sulfoxidation of Met-residues in proteins (Stadtman et al., 2004; Sharov and Schoneich, 2000). Our laboratory has also characterized the \textit{in vitro} enzymatic formation of MetO by mammalian flavin-containing monooxygenases (FMOs). Among the FMO isoforms examined (FMO1, FMO2, FMO3, and FMO5), FMO3, present in both male and female human liver microsomes (Ripp et al., 1999), \textit{S}-oxidizes Met with the lowest $K_m$ (6.5 mM with rabbit cDNA-expressed FMO3) and forms much higher levels of methionine-\textit{d}-sulfoxide (Met-\textit{d}-O) than methionine-\textit{l}-sulfoxide (Met-\textit{l}-O) (Duescher et al., 1994). FMO3 is also expressed in female mouse liver microsomes whereas male mouse liver microsomes do not express this enzyme (Ripp et al., 1999). An unidentified Met \textit{S}-oxidase activity has, however, been detected in male mouse liver microsomes, and this activity also preferentially forms Met-\textit{d}-O (Ripp et al., 1999). Interestingly, Met-\textit{d}-O has been detected in the urine of a hypermethionemic
human with Met adenosyltransferase deficiency (Gahl et al., 1988) and was also the primary MetO diastereomer detected in the liver and plasma of male and female mice given a single dose of Met (400 mg/kg) (Dever and Elfarra, 2006). It is not known if the detection of primarily Met-$d$-O in these studies resulted from stereoselective formation of Met-$d$-O from Met or stereoselective further metabolism of Met-$l$-O.

Knowledge of the metabolic fate of MetO is limited (Figure 1). MetO has been shown to be metabolically utilized by humans and animal models (Mashima et al., 2003; Stegink et al., 1986). It can also function as a partial nutritional replacement for Met in rats suggesting that MetO can be metabolically converted to Met (Miller et al., 1970; Anderson et al., 1976). Peptide methionine sulfoxide reductases (Msrs) catalyze the reduction of free or protein-bound MetO (Moskovitz et al, 2002) and may contribute to the in vivo conversion of MetO to Met. Alternatively, $N$-acetylation of MetO has been detected in rats dosed with high levels of MetO (Smith, 1972). MetO was also shown to be a substrate for glutamine transaminase in vitro (Cooper and Meister, 1972). These studies suggest several potential metabolic pathways for MetO, however, their relative contributions to MetO metabolism are not clear.

In summary, Met $S$-oxidation has been shown to be a significant Met metabolic pathway in hypermethionemic humans and mice, but the fate of MetO and its role in overall Met metabolism and toxicity are not known. Thus, the present studies were undertaken to characterize MetO cellular uptake, metabolism to Met, and toxicity in freshly isolated male and female mouse hepatocytes. Hepatocytes were chosen for these experiments since the liver is the primary organ involved in Met metabolism and is a target of Met toxicity. The toxicity of MetO was assessed by measuring cell viability via
trypan blue (TB) exclusion and LDH leakage assays as well as cellular and medium GSH and GSSG status in male and female mouse hepatocytes exposed to increasing concentrations of MetO for 0-5 h. To assess cellular MetO uptake and its metabolism to Met at time points that preceded the toxicity, an HPLC method was developed to measure cellular Met-\textit{d}-O, Met-\textit{l}-O, and Met levels in MetO-exposed hepatocytes of both genders from 0 to 1.5 h. To examine the role of MetO transamination (TA) in MetO metabolism and hepatotoxicity, the effects of the transaminase inhibitor aminooxyacetic acid (AOAA) (Mitchell and Benevenga, 1978) on MetO metabolism and toxicity in male hepatocytes were also determined. Additionally, MetO transamination activity by glutamine transaminase K (GTK) was measured in mouse liver cytosol of both genders.
Materials and Methods

Chemicals. Trypsin inhibitor (type II-O), collagenase (Type IV), MetO, Met, AOAA, GSH, GSSG, GSH reductase, 5,5'-dithio-bis(2-nitrobenzoic acid, pyruvate, NADH, NADPH, 2-vinylpyridine, 5-sulfosalicylic acid (SSA), ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), triton-X-100, and sodium phenylpyruvate (PhP) were obtained from Sigma Chemical Co. (St. Louis, MO). 1-Fluoro-2-4-dinitrophenyl-5-L-alanine amide (Marfey’s reagent) was obtained from Pierce Chemical Co. Inc. (Rockford, IL). Hank’s balanced salt solution was obtained from Gibco (Grand Island, NY). Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM) (1x) with 4500 mg/L glucose, and sodium pyruvate but without L-glutamine, Met, and cystine was purchased from HyClone (Logan, UT). HPLC-grade acetonitrile was obtained from Fisher Scientific (Fair Lawn, NJ). All other chemicals and reagents were of the highest quality commercially available.

Animals. Male and female B6C3F1 mice (7-11 weeks old) were purchased from Jackson Laboratories (Bar Harbor, ME). Mice were maintained on a 12-h light/dark cycle and were allowed feed and water ad libitum. Hepatocytes were isolated at the same time of day to minimize the effects of circadian variation on GSH levels and other enzymatic activities of interest. Hepatocytes were isolated using the two-step EDTA / collagenase perfusion method as described previously (Kemper et al., 2001; Dever and Elfarra, 2008). Initial cell yield and viability were determined by TB exclusion using a hemacytometer. Only hepatocytes with an initial overall viability of greater than 85% after isolation were used in experiments. Cells were then diluted to a concentration of 1 x 10^6 cells / mL in DMEM and maintained on ice until use.
Cell Incubations. Incubations were carried out in 24-mL vials with screw caps fitted with Teflon-faced septa. Samples of suspended hepatocytes (2.5 mL of 1 x 10⁶ cells/mL) were transferred to the vials. Vial samples were purged with 95% O₂ / 5% CO₂ (carbogen) before incubation at 37°C with gentle shaking (140 rpm). Following a 4 min preincubation, 131.5 µL of MetO solution dissolved in DMEM was added to each 2.5 mL cell sample resulting in a final concentration of 10-30 mM MetO. For studies with AOAA, 118.4 µL of MetO solution was added followed by 13.1 µL of AOAA dissolved in DMEM resulting in a final concentration of 30 mM MetO and 0.2 mM AOAA. Samples were then repurged with carbogen and incubated for 0-5 h. Cell incubations were terminated by being placed on ice. After gentle mixing, aliquots were collected for metabolic and toxicological analysis.

Determination of Cell Viability. TB exclusion and LDH leakage were determined as previously described (Cummings et al. 2000; Dever and Elfarra, 2008).

Quantitation of GSH and GSSG. Samples were obtained to measure intracellular and medium levels of GSH and GSSG. Briefly, 500 µL of cell sample was centrifuged at 50 g for 2 min. An aliquot of the supernatant (200 µL) was then added to 800 µL of 5% SSA to be used for analysis of GSH and GSSG levels in the medium. The cell pellet was then washed with 1 mL of ice cold phosphate-buffered saline (137 mM NaCl, 10 mM phosphate, 2.7 mM KCl, pH=7.4). Following centrifugation as described above, the supernatant was removed from the pellet and 1.25 mL of 5% SSA was added. The
resulting solution was transferred to a clean microcentrifuge tube and stored at -80°C until analysis. GSH and GSSG levels were measured as previously described (Tietze, 1969; Gunnarsdottir and Elfarra, 2003; Dever and Elfarra, 2006).

**Analysis of Met-d-O, Met-l-O, and Met.** Samples were obtained to measure intracellular levels of Met-d-O, Met-l-O and Met. Briefly, 1.8 mL of cell sample was placed in a test tube. Samples were then centrifuged at 50 g for 2 min to gently pellet the cells. The supernatant was removed and 10 mL of ice-cold phosphate buffered saline was added to wash the cells. Separate experiments confirmed that a total of 3 washes with 10 mL phosphate buffered saline each wash was sufficient to remove detectable extracellular MetO from the cell sample. Following removal of the final wash supernatant, cell samples were deproteinized by addition of 0.8 mL of ice-cold ethanol. The samples were then centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 10 min. The supernatant was placed in a separate tube and dried via nitrogen stream. The dried residue was then redissolved in 200 µL deionized water and filtered with an Acrodisc LC-13 membrane filter (Pall Gelman Sciences, Ann Arbor, MI). To increase the molar absorptivity of Met and MetO and to resolve Met-d-O from Met-l-O, samples were derivatized with 1-fluoro-2-4-dinitrophenyl-5-L-alanine amide (Marfey's reagent) using an adaption of a previously described method (Marfey, 1984; Dever and Elarra, 2006). S-Methyl-L-cysteine (100 ppm) was used as an internal standard. Vials containing 5 µL internal standard, 40 µL sample, 75 µL 0.5% Marfey’s reagent (dissolved in acetone), and 15 µL 1 M NaHCO₃ were heated at 40°C for 60 min. Following derivatization, 7.5 µL 2 M HCl was added to each vial. The derivatized products were analyzed by HPLC with UV detection at 340 nm.
as described previously (Dever and Elfarra, 2006). Typical retention times for derivatized Met-$d$-O, Met-$l$-O, $S$-methyl-$L$-cysteine, and Met were 20.4, 21.9, 34.5, and 36.9 min, respectively. The identity of the two derivatized MetO diastereomers were determined previously (Dever and Elfarra, 2006). To quantitate Met-$d$-O, Met-$l$-O, and Met, standard curves for each metabolite were generated. The limits of quantitation were 0.6 nmol / $10^6$ cells for all three metabolites.

**Analysis of MetO transamination activity.** Using a method adapted from Copper and Pinto (2005), a spectrophotometric assay was developed to measure PhP consumption due to MetO transamination by GTK in mouse liver cytosol. For this assay, all solutions were made in phosphate buffer (0.1 M KH$_2$PO$_4$, 0.1 M KCl, 5 mM EDTA, pH=7.4). Briefly, 25 µL aliquots of 2.4 mM PhP, buffer or 120 mM MetO, and buffer or 0.8 mM AOAA were combined in an eppendorf. Samples were preincubated at 37°C for 4 min. Following preincubation, 25 µL of mouse liver cytosol (0.4 mg protein) was added to the mixture to start the reaction. The protein concentration of cytosol was measured as described by Lowry et al. (1951) using bovine serum albumin as the standard. Samples were incubated for 0, 10, 20, or 30 min after which 90 µL of sample was added to 0.9 mL of 3.3 N NaOH to quench the reaction. Absorbance at 322 nm was then measured. Specific activity was calculated based on the loss of PhP from 0-30 min. To calculate nmoles PhP, the extinction coefficient of PhP at 322 nm in 3 N NaOH (24,000 cm$^{-1}$M$^{-1}$) was used (Cooper, 1978).
Statistics. Metabolite areas under the curve (AUC) were calculated by trapezoidal approximation using the AREA transform of the SigmaPlot software package (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL). Statistical analyses were carried out using the SigmaStat software program (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL). Comparisons of means were done by paired t-test or analysis of variance. Post hoc comparisons were carried out using the Student-Newman-Keul method.
Results

HPLC analysis of the stock MetO used in incubations confirmed that it was a 1:1 racemic mixture of Met-d-O and Met-l-O. Male hepatocytes exposed to 20 and 30 mM MetO had decreased cell viability at 3 h as determined by TB exclusion (Figure 2A) and LDH leakage (Figure 2C) compared to control hepatocytes exposed to vehicle alone. MetO-exposed male hepatocytes also exhibited dose-dependent GSH depletion (Figure 3A) without GSSG formation at 2 h (30 mM MetO) or 3 h (20 mM MetO). Incubations with 10 mM MetO resulted in no detectable cytotoxicity or GSH depletion (data not shown). Exposure of female hepatocytes to 30 mM MetO resulted in no cytotoxicity (Figure 2B and 2D) and increased cellular GSH levels (Figure 3B) at 2 and 3 h compared to hepatocytes exposed to vehicle alone. Medium GSH levels in Met-exposed male and female hepatocytes were lower than hepatocytes exposed to vehicle alone starting at 3 h and 2 h, respectively (Figure 3C and 3D). Cellular and medium GSSG levels in MetO-exposed hepatocytes of both genders were similar to or lower than levels in hepatocytes exposed to vehicle alone (data not shown).

To characterize MetO uptake and metabolism to Met, a sensitive HPLC method (Figure 4) was developed to simultaneously detect and quantitate Met-d-O, Met-l-O and Met levels in male and female hepatocytes exposed to 30 mM MetO or vehicle alone at 0, 0.5, 1, and 1.5 h (Figure 5). These data were also used to calculate AUC for cellular MetO concentration versus time (AUC0-1.5 h). The results are presented in Table 1. Total MetO levels were approximately 2-fold higher at 0.5 and 1 h, and 1.3-fold higher at 1.5 h in MetO-exposed male hepatocytes compared to MetO-exposed female hepatocytes (Figure 5A and 5B) resulting in a significantly higher AUC0-1.5 h (Table 1). MetO-
exposed male hepatocytes had Met-d-O and Met-l-O AUC_0-1.5 h values that were nearly 2-fold higher than values in MetO-exposed female hepatocytes. Male hepatocytes exposed to vehicle alone also had significantly higher cellular levels of total MetO compared to females where very little endogenous MetO was detected. In MetO-exposed hepatocytes of both genders, Met-l-O was the primary diastereomer detected (80-85%) at all time points, and no significant increases in Met levels were detected relative to controls.

To assess the role of MetO TA in MetO metabolism and toxicity in male mouse hepatocytes, the effects of the transaminase inhibitor AOAA were investigated. Addition of AOAA (0.2 mM) reduced MetO-induced GSH depletion and cytotoxicity compared to hepatocytes exposed to 30 mM MetO alone (Figure 6). No effect on cellular GSH levels or viability was detected in control male hepatocytes incubated with only AOAA (data not shown). Addition of AOAA (0.2 mM) increased Met-d-O levels at 0.5 and 1.5 h and increased Met-l-O levels at 1.5 h in MetO-exposed male hepatocytes compared to hepatocytes exposed to only MetO (Figure 7A and 7B). The AOAA treatment did not lead to any changes in Met levels in MetO or vehicle treated hepatocytes. Interestingly, exposure of control male hepatocytes exposed to only AOAA resulted in significant increases in cellular Met-d-O levels starting at 1 h (Figure 7C) without any detectable increases in cellular Met-l-O (Figure 7D) or Met levels. The levels of Met-d-O detected in control male hepatocytes in the presence of AOAA were similar to the levels detected in hepatocytes exposed to 30 mM MetO.

Since MetO TA appeared to play a significant role in MetO metabolism and toxicity, an assay was developed to measure MetO transamination activity by GTK in male and female mouse liver cytosol as a function of MetO-induced depletion of PhP, an
amino acceptor substrate for GTK with strong absorbance at 322 nm. Linear depletion of
PhP from 0-30 min was detected in male and female cytosol incubated with MetO (30
mM), (Figure 8A and 8B) resulting in a similar specific activity for PhP depletion due to
MetO transamination (8C) in cytosolic samples of both genders. Addition of AOAA
resulted in nearly complete inhibition of PhP depletion in cytosol of both genders
incubated with MetO. No significant PhP depletion was detected in male or female
cytosol incubated without MetO.
Discussion

Cytotoxicity and GSH depletion without formation of GSSG were detected in male hepatocytes incubated with 20 or 30 mM MetO. MetO-exposed male hepatocytes incubated with AOAA were significantly protected from both MetO-induced cytotoxicity and GSH depletion indicating that TA plays a major role in eliciting MetO toxicity. Further support for this hypothesis is provided by the finding that cellular levels of both MetO diastereomers were 1.5- to 2-fold higher at 1.5 h in male hepatocytes exposed to MetO and AOAA compared with hepatocytes exposed to only MetO.

That MetO toxicity resulted in GSH depletion without GSSG formation implies that MetO TA leads to the formation of GSH-reactive metabolites. Transamination of MetO is expected to result in formation of 2-keto-4-(methylsulfinyl)butyric acid, the analog of 2-keto-4-(methylthio)butyric acid, the keto-acid formed from Met TA. 2-Keto-4-(methylthio)butyric acid is known to be oxidatively decarboxylated to 3-methylthiopropionic acid (Steele and Benevenga, 1978; Jones and Yeaman, 1986) which is further metabolized to methanethiol, a metabolite that has been shown to react with sulfhydryl groups to form protein and non-protein mixed disulfides and inhibit enzyme activity (Steele and Benevenga, 1979; Finkelstein and Benevenga, 1986; Blom et al., 1988; Gahl et al., 1988; Tangermen et al., 2000). Similar metabolism of 2-keto-4-(methylsulfinyl)butyric acid would result in formation of methanesulfenic acid which could also react with sulfhydryl groups to form mixed disulfides (Rose et al., 2005). Thus, formation of methanesulfenic acid could play a significant role in the mechanism by which MetO causes GSH depletion and cytotoxicity.
In comparison to male hepatocytes, female hepatocytes were completely resistant to MetO cytotoxicity and actually had higher cellular GSH levels at 2 and 3 h compared to hepatocytes exposed to vehicle only. At these same time points, GSH levels in the medium of MetO-exposed female hepatocytes were lower compared to hepatocytes exposed to vehicle only. A similar effect was previously noted in female hepatocytes incubated with Met (Dever and Elfarra, 2008) and may be due to inhibition of cellular GSH efflux by Met (Aw et al., 1986).

To further investigate the underlying mechanisms of Gender differences in MetO toxicity and to investigate potential cellular accumulation of Met after MetO exposure, cellular MetO and Met levels were quantitated and compared in MetO-exposed male and female hepatocytes. The time range for these metabolic analysis (0-1.5 h) was chosen because it preceded MetO-induced GSH depletion in males at 2 h. For both male and female hepatocytes, the maximum intracellular MetO levels detected were less than 1% of the total MetO present in medium indicating that a significant depletion of media MetO concentrations did not occur.

Total cellular MetO levels at 0.5 h and 1 h in MetO-exposed female hepatocytes were approximately half of those in males. Additionally, by employing a convenient spectrophotometric assay, MetO transamination activity by GTK measured in mouse liver cytosol revealed similar rates of MetO transamination in cytosolic samples of both genders. While other transaminases may also be involved in MetO transamination, these results provided evidence that gender differences in MetO toxicity are not due to differences in MetO transamination activity. Taken together, these data suggest that a
lower rate of cellular MetO uptake is the most likely explanation for the insensitivity of female hepatocytes to MetO toxicity.

Despite the detection of significant gender differences in cellular MetO levels in MetO-exposed hepatocytes, Met-\(l\)-O was the major MetO diastereomer detected (80-85\% of total MetO) in MetO-exposed hepatocytes of both genders at all time points. Since hepatocytes were exposed to racemic MetO, this suggests the preferential uptake of Met-\(l\)-O and/or preferential metabolism of Met-\(d\)-O in both males and females.

Stereoselective reduction of MetO is known to be carried out by MsrA, which selectively reduces Met-\(d\)-O (also referred to as Met-S-O) or MsrB which selectively reduces Met-\(l\)-O (also referred to as Met-R-O) (Moskovitz et al., 2000; Moskovitz et al., 2002). In E-Coli, the catalytic efficiency (\(K_{cat}/K_m\)) of MsrA reduction of free Met-\(d\)-O was 1000-fold greater than MsrB reduction of free Met-\(l\)-O (Grimaud et al., 2001) indicating that cellular Met-\(d\)-O may be more readily reduced than Met-\(l\)-O. Indeed, reduction of Met-\(d\)-O (1 mM) in mouse liver and kidney homogenates proceeded with a 1.2-fold and 2-fold higher specific activity, respectively, than reduction of Met-\(l\)-O (Moskovitz et al., 2002). Thus, increased reduction of Met-\(d\)-O compared to Met-\(l\)-O could explain the detection of mostly Met-\(l\)-O in hepatocytes upon exposure to racemic MetO. While no increase in Met formation was detected in hepatocytes with high intracellular levels of MetO, stereoselective reduction of MetO cannot be ruled out since it is possible that Met formed from MetO reduction was rapidly utilized and, consequently, not detected.

In male hepatocytes, AOAA increased cellular levels of both Met-\(d\)-O and Met-\(l\)-O levels. These results suggest that the TA reaction of MetO is not selective for one of the two diastereomers. Interestingly, however, an unexpected increase in Met-\(d\)-O levels.
was detected in control male mouse hepatocytes exposed to AOAA suggesting that formation and subsequent transamination of Met-\(d\)-O may occur under normal physiological conditions. Consistent with this finding, low levels of mostly Met-\(d\)-O were previously detected in the livers of control male and female mice whereas in Met-dosed mice, higher levels of Met-\(d\)-O were present in liver (Dever and Elfarra, 2006). Taken together, these results provide evidence for enzymatic Met-\(d\)-O formation, but additional studies are necessary to further characterize the Met S-oxidase activities in male mouse liver.

Several conclusions can be drawn regarding the potential role of Met S-oxidation in Met metabolism and toxicity. Because MetO toxicity was elicited at similar concentrations as Met toxicity in male hepatocytes (Dever and Elfarra, 2008), MetO formation does not represent a clear bioactivation or detoxification pathway for Met. It is also unlikely that the MetO concentrations required to elicit toxicity (20 mM) in male hepatocytes in this study would be achieved in vivo. Thus, we conclude that the role of Met S-oxidation in Met toxicity is merely additive to that of the toxic Met TA metabolites.

The significant buildup of Met-\(d\)-O in control male hepatocytes exposed to AOAA suggests Met-\(d\)-O formation is a significant pathway of Met metabolism under physiological conditions and that MetO TA plays a significant role in the metabolism of Met-\(d\)-O. Currently, there is no information regarding the metabolic fate of 2-keto-4-(methylsulfinyl)butyric acid. Further studies will be necessary to fully assess the role of MetO TA in cellular metabolism. Additionally, the finding that similar Met-\(d\)-O levels were detectable in control and MetO-treated hepatocytes in the presence of AOAA
suggests the presence of an alternative pathway for Met-d-O metabolism once it reaches the levels observed in control and MetO-treated hepatocytes exposed to AOAA.

In summary, MetO toxicity and several aspects of MetO metabolism have been characterized in male and female mouse hepatocytes. MetO cytotoxicity and GSH depletion were mediated by MetO TA and were gender-dependent. Accumulation of Met in MetO-exposed hepatocytes was not detected while addition of AOAA increased Met-d-O and Met-l-O levels in MetO-exposed male hepatocytes and increased Met-d-O levels in control male hepatocytes. Taken together, these results suggest that MetO TA plays an important role in the metabolism of MetO and that formation of Met-d-O after Met exposure may be enzymatically catalyzed.
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Figure Legends

Figure 1. Schematic of potential MetO metabolic pathways. Bolded metabolites have been previously detected *in vivo* in rats fed excess MetO.

Figure 2. Time course of the cell viability of male (n=4) or female (n=3) hepatocytes exposed to vehicle alone or MetO as determined by TB exclusion (A, B) and LDH leakage (C, D). The symbol * indicates values that were significantly lower than hepatocytes incubated with vehicle alone (*p<0.05). Data are expressed as mean ± SD.

Figure 3. Time course of intracellular (A, B) and medium (C, D) GSH levels of male (n=7 for 20 mM and n=4 for 30 mM) or female (n=3) hepatocytes exposed to vehicle alone or MetO. The symbol * indicates values that were significantly different than hepatocytes incubated with vehicle alone (*p<0.05). Data are expressed as mean ± SD.

Figure 4. Representative chromatograph of Met-\textit{d}-O, Met-\textit{l}-O, and Met in male mouse hepatocytes after incubation with 30 mM MetO or vehicle alone for 90 min. 1=Met-\textit{d}-O, 2=Met-\textit{l}-O, 3=S-methyl-L-cysteine (internal standard), 4=Met. The identities of the peaks at 35.2, 35.8 min were not determined.

Figure 5. Time course of total MetO (A, B) and Met (C, D) levels in male (n=4) or female (n=3) hepatocytes exposed to vehicle alone or 30 mM MetO. The symbol *
indicates values that were significantly higher than hepatocytes incubated with vehicle alone (*p<0.05). Data are expressed as mean ± SD.

Figure 6. Time course of TB exclusion viability (A), LDH leakage viability (B), and intracellular GSH levels (C) of male hepatocytes (n=4) exposed to vehicle alone, 30 mM MetO, or 30 mM MetO and 0.2 mM AOAA. The symbol * indicates values that were significantly lower than cells incubated with vehicle alone (p<0.05). The symbol † indicates values that were significantly higher than hepatocytes incubated with 30 mM MetO (p<0.05). Data are expressed as mean ± SD.

Figure 7. Time course of the effect of AOAA on cellular Met-d-O (A, C) and Met-l-O (B, D) levels in male hepatocytes (n=3) exposed to 30 mM MetO (A, B), or vehicle alone (C, D). The symbol * indicates values that were significantly higher than hepatocytes incubated without AOAA (*p<0.05). Data are expressed as mean ± SD.

Figure 8. Time course of PhP (0.6 mM) depletion in male (n=4) or female (n=3) cytosol (A, B) after incubations at 37°C with vehicle alone, 30 mM MetO, or 30 mM MetO and 0.2 mM AOAA. These time course data were then used to calculate specific activity of MetO-induced PhP depletion in each gender (C). Data are expressed as mean ± SD.
Table 1. Area Under the Curve (AUC) analysis for Met-\textit{d}-O, Met-\textit{l}-O, total MetO, and Met in male and female hepatocytes exposed to 30 mM Met-\textit{dl}-O or vehicle alone.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Met-\textit{d}-O</th>
<th>Met-\textit{l}-O</th>
<th>MetO (total)</th>
<th>Met</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male 30 mM Met-\textit{dl}-O</td>
<td>11.8±0.9\textsuperscript{a,b}</td>
<td>59.6±12.3\textsuperscript{b}</td>
<td>71.7±12.7\textsuperscript{b}</td>
<td>1.2±0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female 30 mM Met-\textit{dl}-O</td>
<td>6.9±3.5</td>
<td>32.0±13.8</td>
<td>38.8±17.4</td>
<td>1.0±0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male Vehicle alone</td>
<td>2.0±0.7\textsuperscript{b}</td>
<td>5.9±3.7</td>
<td>7.8±4.4\textsuperscript{b}</td>
<td>0.7±0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female Vehicle alone</td>
<td>0.0±0.0</td>
<td>0.4±0.7</td>
<td>0.4±0.7</td>
<td>0.8±0.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a} Data are expressed as mean ± SD (n = 3-4).
\textsuperscript{b} indicates values that were significantly higher than the corresponding values obtained with the opposite sex.
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